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David Gallaher has received multiple Harvey 
Award nominations and won the Best Online Comic 
Award for HIGH MOON. He has written stories for Marvel 
Comics and served as an editor for the best-selling 
Attack on Titan and Sailor Moon manga.

Steve Ellis co-created HIGH MOON and has 
illustrated works for Dungeons & Dragons, AMC, and 
Marvel, and co-authored stories for Scholastic. You can 
visit David and Steve’s Bottled Lightning studio at 
bottled-lightning.com.

NOMINATED FOR HARVEY AWARDS4

Twelve-year-old Erik Farrell ran away from home 
and woke up without his memory in a strange 
and dangerous new world…

Erik has faced one frightening truth after another—from the realization that he will never return to his previous life 
on Earth to what really happened to his friend Zandra and her shocking connection to Doctor Once—but now he’s 
in the battle of his life, as he attempts to save the Patchwork Planet from the all-powerful, shape-shifting, monster 
Baalikar! Can Erik and his friends, along with the combined forces from around the globe, even hope to defeat 
Baalikar--the dreaded entity that engineered this twisted new reality?

CAN ANYONE STOP THE WORLD FROM ENDING?

“Gallaher has crafted a world full of interesting and magical creatures that rivals that of Harry Potter and Percy Jackson.” 
–Comic Crusaders

“Gallaher and Ellis provide a textbook example of both all ages storycraft and worldbuilding.” –Comicosity

“Gallaher and Ellis have tapped into an alchemy that not only provides high adventure and breakneck action, but also adds a 
Trojan horse: making readers reflect on who they are and what they can become, given curiosity, conviction, and courage.” 

–Freaksugar
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